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I. COMPETING VALUES FRAMEWORK
The Competing Values Framework (CVF) distills “basic orientations, assumptions, and values” of a
company into four quadrants, based on two dimensions of control and focus (Cameron & Quinn, 2011,
p. 41). While much has been made of the CVF’s impact on organizational effectiveness, no organization
is a monolith. Various divisions exhibit their own cultures and ways of working, and the CVF may also be
used to illustrate these differences (Fowler, 2019).
All participants completed the CVF survey and scores were calculated for each functional division within
DEF Retail. Let us first look at the overall company culture, plotted in Figure 1. With each value quadrant
comes a unique way of working with data and how it is used to advance business goals. These
information values are noted in the text box in each quadrant.

Information is used to build
relationships and encourage
interaction

Information is used to enhance
accountability & control operations

Information is used to foster
innovation and identify
opportunity

Information is used to meet goals
and gain competitive advantage

Figure 1. CVF Matrix for All Scores

Overall, we found a balanced company with an emphasis on Collaboration and Creativity. The next set
of plots shows how each functional division measures out.
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Figure 2. CVF Matrices per Division

No major discrepancies here amongst the functional areas – most are highly Collaborative, with only a
couple scoring higher in other quadrants. If we split the responses by Business Operations and Business
Strategy, we get a similar situation of balance with slight differences, illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. CVF Matrices, Operations vs Strategy
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The slight differences between participants in Business Strategy and Business Operations is worth
noting. Both are strongest in Collaborate and weakest in Control. The differences are much more
pronounced on the Business Operations side.
What does all this mean? With respect to business intelligence maturity and data strategy, it is tempting
to place an inordinate amount of emphasis on technical tools and methods as agents of change.
However, issues around culture and process are the most likely to sabotage the initiative if gone
unaddressed. Rather than rush to examine the specific analytics needs and insights for various business
users, we first understand “how the organization supports analytics efforts and arrives at them” (Fowler,
2019, p. 48). We can look at these dominant values as a way to understand how different business users
approach, value, and use their data; in addition, they may guide us on how to message the efforts to
various groups and meet them where they are rather than playing to a lowest common denominator.
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II. PRIORITIES & CHALLENGES
Participants were asked to choose their top two priorities for data from a list of seven. As shown in
Figure 4, participants value data that is trustworthy, consistent, and integrated.

Figure 4. Overall Data Priorities

Participants were asked to choose their biggest challenges for data from a list of seven. As shown in
Figure 5, participants’ biggest challenges are concerns with the data, unclear ownership of data and the
inability to resolve across silos, and the inability to get the data.
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Figure 5. Overall Data Challenges

These priorities and challenges did not vary by much across different functional groups or CVF
quadrants, at least in terms of the top choice(s). We do see some differences across Business Operations
and Strategy, shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Data Priorities and Challenges for Operations/Strategy and User Groups. While the proportions are similar, Business
Strategy priorities are more diverse. Standard User priorities and Challenges are more diverse.
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III. RECURRING THEMES
Five major themes emerged in the responses: the absence of a data team, lack of standards, distrust in
data, complexity, and lack of engagement.
THEME 1. ABSENT DATA TEAM
The most significant theme that emerged in the assessment was the current state of the data team at
DEF Retail and the difficulty participants face in finding the right person to work with for issues and
assistance. Of 25 participants, 15 identified issues with the data team in their biggest pain points (60%).
The fragmentation of the data team itself into Data Engineering, Data Science, Data Analytics, and
Business Intelligence is incredibly confusing for business users. Internally, this creates confusion for work
assignments and how things get done. Data requests typically involve several functional areas (DE, BI,
DS, DA) and further fragmenting the work amongst these units creates confusion. This contributes to
disengagement and distrust in both data and process from participants.
The intake for requests to the data team, like the team itself, is fragmented. Work requests may arise in
ad-hoc meetings, Slack, email threads, or IT tickets. These must be tended to and brought to the
appropriate data team unit, which compounds fragmentation upon fragmentation. Participants simply
want one place to submit data requests and do not care which data team unit handles it.
In organizations with high BI maturity, a central data team is highly visible and works in partnership with
business units to create and maintain key data products. DEF Retail users have identified this
partnership as a desired state, which is somewhat reflected in the data requests coming through ad-hoc
meetings and Slack. Although the intent is good, the lack of process actually inhibits follow-through and
creates distrust in the data team.
THEME 2. LACK OF STANDARDS
While there may be internal documentation regarding standard definitions for key metrics and Looker
reports, participants still see a data environment overrun with ad-hoc reporting and have a sense of
every business unit being out for itself. The lack of interaction with a unified data team has created this
dependence upon ad-hoc reporting. If every report is ad-hoc, it is created over and over again in a
vacuum and does not have cross-functional use. Business units have attempted to define key metrics
and definitions for their reports but many of these documents have not been used. Of 25 interviews, 15
identified lack of standards in their biggest pain points (60%).
THEME 3. DISTRUST IN DATA
Participants see scattered metrics and data that changes depending on when it was pulled and from
which report. In some cases, they rely on manual spreadsheets over the Looker reports. Even if the data
in Looker is correct, there is an overall sense right now of distrust in the data products. Of 25 interviews,
13 identified distrust in data in their biggest pain points (52%).
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THEME 4. COMPLEXITY
Participants noted a significant amount of complexity in the current environment. Common issues here
include an over-abundance of ad-hoc reports in Looker, multiple definitions for simple terms and KPIs,
and the need to string together multiple reports in both Looker and other systems in order to get the
information they need. Of 25 interviews, 10 identified complexity in their biggest pain points (40%).
Figure 13 shows various phrases related to the term scattered, as it was a common term used when
discussing complexity.
THEME 5. LACK OF ENGAGEMENT
Participants noted a lack of engagement in the overall data environment for a number of factors.
Although some business units are doing well with Looker, many do not feel fluent enough to do the
analytics work on their own and do not feel appropriately supported by the data team. Many
participants described a high level of engagement in partnership with the data team prior to the staff
turnover, then a sense of helplessness when that team disappeared. Some said they were told Looker
would solve many of the data discrepancy problems but see those are actually worse now. Of 25
interviews, 9 identified lack of engagement in their biggest pain points (36%).
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IV. MATURITY MATRIX
The Business Intelligence Maturity Assessment (BIMA) examines nine different dimensions of business
intelligence and analytics efforts in an organization and ranks the overall effort from 1 (Absent) to 5
(Institutionalized) (Oficina de Cooperacion Universitaria, 2013). Figure 7 shows the composite score of
the BIMA, the individual dimension scores, and an explanation of both.

Figure 7. Business Intelligence Maturity Results

There are no significant differences in these scores across CVF Quadrants or Functional Divisions. Overall
maturity is very locally-embedded and certain divisions are getting what they need, mostly, from the
current data services. While most of the dimensions rank at Initial, the business value of the data is
much more mature in the eyes of participants and is a strength to utilize moving forward.
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DIMENSIONS
I2 Team. How do participants perceive the data services team at DEF Retail?
Composite Score: 1 (Absent)
There are no personnel dedicated to institutional intelligence at DEF Retail.
Scope. How do participants perceive the data services coverage across functional areas?
Composite Score: 2 (Specialized)
Data products are offered for one key functional area at DEF Retail.
SBU Role. How do participants perceive the Source Business Unit role in data services?
Composite Score: 2 (Aware)
Business Units are aware of the importance and institutional impact of the information requests
they attend, and this may cause an initial sense of stress and lack of capability/tools to properly
manage them. Information requests make some data quality issues come to light. Some small
scale, local projects may be underway to improve the capability of offering data services and to
solve known data quality issues in a reactive manner.
Data Products. How do participants perceive the variety of data products offered?
Composite Score: 2 (Limited)
Data products offered are limited to a single type.
User Coverage. How do participants perceive the user coverage across the company?
Composite Score: 2 (Limited)
Data products are offered for one key user group at DEF Retail.
User Engagement. How do participants perceive the user coverage across the company?
Composite Score: 2 (Aware)
Users perceive that they have the legitimate right to request discrete data services to business
units. They usually contact each business area or IT directly, loosely define what they want and
some time later expect to obtain something that matches their needs.
Data Management. How do participants perceive data management efforts across the company?
Composite Score: 2 (Aware)
Data management aspects are identified as important areas to oversee, anticipated as possible
sources of conflict, and managed (more or less formally) as potential risk for the institutional
intelligence initiative. As a result some mitigating measures may be put in place, but in general,
issues are still managed in a generic and reactive way.
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Business Value. How valuable is the current data available to various business units?
Composite Score: 4 (Necessary)
The output of the data products is used in decisional, administrative or planning processes in
such a way that they are considered necessary to complete them. This may be due to a real
restriction (it’s not possible to continue the process without the information they provide) or
because analytic culture is high enough to make everyone reluctant of completing the processes
without the insights revealed by the involved data products. Effective use and business impact
are high.
Strategic Support. How formal is the data strategy at DEF Retail and how is it defined?
Composite Score: 2 (Locally Embedded)
Efforts have the support of local management and both inform and form part of local strategic
planning processes. Several uncoordinated, disconnected local strategies may coexist.
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VI. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Much of what has been identified in this report falls along the lines of cultural and people processes,
rather than specific analytics tools or data products. We are interested in how DEF Retail supports
business intelligence efforts, what processes are in place that work well, which aren’t, and how we
enable a more data-centric culture. The specific tools and products will fall in line after the foundational
work has been done.
We understand that the company data culture is balanced, with slight variations across various divisions.
This will inform the messaging and communication around any data strategy development. For example,
divisions that scored low in the Control quadrant (e.g., Buying) would not be as interested to hear about
how any efforts help with accountability and structure; rather, the focus is on enabling better
interaction with others and winning in the marketplace.
Given the identified data priorities at DEF Retail, every goal or action item must be evaluated for its
ability to deliver trustworthy, consistent, and integrated data that is beyond reproach. These priorities
and challenges are applicable across all parts of the organization.
There is a strong desire for a central data team that is highly visible to the business. Everyone is aware of
the recent turnover but unclear as to who is actually getting things done now. The fragmentation of the
actual data team (Data Engineering, Data Analytics, Data Science, Business Intelligence) and their
internal workflows further contribute to the confusion. An ideal solution brings all elements of the data
team together into a unified group, and defines a process for working with this team for data requests
across the spectrum. That is a major cultural shift that may take time to implement, and may involve
multiple stages.
The company is overwhelmed with ad-hoc reporting across the organization and a lack of standards or
consistency. One symptom is the assortment of places and methods users have to ask for help from the
scattered data team. In addition, DEF Retail uses different data analytics terms (“data science,” “data
analytics,” “business intelligence,” “reporting,” “data engineering”) freely and this contributes to mixed
messaging across the organization. This conflating of terms mirrors a larger misunderstanding of the
discipline in overall corporate culture. The term data scientist has many different job descriptions
depending on who you might ask. Without clarity on who to go to, how, and where, users have ventured
out on their own with reports and created the abundance of ad-hoc reports. Digging out of this is twofold. First, the business units must define what key metrics are important to them and where these
metrics are in existing reports. Second, the existing reports must be audited to identify which should be
promoted to a standard cross-functional library, which are pinned reports for various business units, and
which can be deprecated.
The business users have very little training in Looker (apart from the few power users) and this has
contributed to the current state of disorganization and disengagement. The process of report auditing
will help alleviate this, but there must be more structured efforts to partner with business units and
Logicle Analytics, LLC
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create/maintain organic data products. Reporting cannot be entirely ad-hoc nor entirely enterprise, but
the right balance will be found through this developing partnership between a cohesive data team and
the various business units.
CORE COMPONENTS
A cohesive data strategy has five core components:
1. Identify
2. Provision
3. Store
4. Process
5. Govern
These components help us break down any particular data product request or task into functional areas,
and can also organize efforts around the data strategy itself. Table 1 outlines how these apply to both
reporting and strategy.
Table 1. Core Components Applied

Specific Data Product
Identify

Where is the data coming from? What
metrics do I need?

Provision

How do I make it available?

Store

Where am I storing it for quick retrieval?

Process
Govern

How am I standardizing mixed data?
What business rules am I applying?
What policies keep this report accurate
and trustworthy? How do we control
changes?

Global Data Strategy
We have too many duplicated metrics across
reports and no standard definitions across
business units.
Who do we bring together to generate these
metrics and definitions?
Where do these definitions live in the
company intranet/wiki?
How do we apply them to existing data
products?
Who is responsible for maintaining these
standards and how do we control changes?

ACTIONS AND TIMELINES
Any specific recommendations with actions and timelines must be vetted with the broader operations
group and business intelligence stakeholders. A suggested roadmap is outlined below.
1. Get the internal house in order before rolling anything out to the business.
a. Decide where the top-level sponsorship from the initiative is coming from. Who is backing
this from the company strategy side, and who is the point person from the data side? For
the best chance of success, it must have executive buy-in and global sponsorship.
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b. Articulate the message. Understand how each division values and uses its data to drive the
business and tailor the messaging to those values.

c. Acknowledge the elephant in the room and be clear going forward. The data team is all but
absent in the eyes of business users. Organize it internally and present a unified front to the
business. Data work exists on a spectrum, from Data Engineering being the most

technical to Business Intelligence being the closest to the business users. For starters,
consolidating the Data Science (DS) and Data Analytics (DA) team would bring together
the two closest to the business end and bridge the gap between DA and DE. As DEF
Retail’s data strategy matures, data science work will grow in terms of visibility and
accessibility.
d. Identify and maintain a process. If business users cringe at the word process, call it
something else, but we must have standards around how work is requested and how the
data team interacts with the business users. Some efforts have already been made to

guide work requests out of various Slack channels and into a central intake, but a more
sustainable process that gives business users more engagement in the process must be
enacted long-term. There are enough data-savvy users in the organization to
understand how some of the background processes work. GIven the amount of distrust
in current products and processes, this would generate good buy-in.
e. Find and utilize a central repository for initiative-related documents. Confluence has a data
space already. The key here is to eliminate silos. In Confluence, everyone can have visibility
and accountability. Same with JIRA. Whatever the space, ensure it has visibility both

internally and cross-functionally as appropriate.
2. Start in the middle. Opportunities come from questions, not data. By focusing on getting the
data all sorted out first, there is no room for understanding its potential uses. First define the
insights desired and then identify where the data comes from to get those answers.
3. Find the low-hanging fruit. Many divisions have created or are in process of creating their definitions
for standard metrics. This may be a good place to start.

4. Use the maturity matrix to identify which dimensions should be addressed first and how they fit
in the overall information agenda.
5. Build the parts but focus on the whole. Understand how each piece fits into the overall
information agenda.
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6. Follow the Core Components model. Every goal or need can be broken down into the Identify,
Provision, Store, Process, Govern pieces.
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